
MAKE YOUR MOVE!



Functionality
In addition to its conventional usage as a suitcase, Playluggage boasts 
the added feature of traditional games. Playluggage suitcases have 
been designed and manufactured in a way that makes it easy and 
comfortable to draw and play: a multitude of card games, chess, 
checkers and “Trouble” etc.

Accessories
Every Playluggage suitcase includes different gaming accessories to 
make passing the time much easier and more fun-filled. Each suitcase 
has different accessories as showcased throughout this catalogue, so 
you can choose the suitcase and accessories that best suit your needs.

TSA lock 
Every piece of Playluggage is installed with a TSA (Travel Sentry 
Approved) lock, especially for U.S. air travel. TSA locks allow airport 
officials to unlock, inspect and relock suitcases without damaging the 
lock.

Material
Playluggage suitcases are manufactured from high quality ABS+PC/
PC plastic. The lining is made of 100% nylon taffeta-embossed fabric. 
Domed plate´s are a  cost effective way to give a high quality 3D 
effect finish to make your company name or brand standout. Our 
resin decals are very durable and suitable for  long-term outdoor 
applications.

Frames
Playluggage suitcases come in two different frames: metal and zipper. 
Although all the products are depicted on the product pages with 
metal frames, we would like to draw your attention to the fact that 
it is possible to order every Playluggage product with either frame. 

Playluggage is not a regular suitcase, it’s a statement. By combining power and beauty, it is the 
archetypal suitcase reborn. In addition to the core function of carrying luggage and its distinctive 
design, Playluggage  incorporates the function of  playing a variety of traditional games.

Playluggage is the distinguished suitcase for travellers who want to fulfil their dreams and live 
active lifestyles.



MEASUREMENTS CAPACITY
50x32x21.5 cm | 19.7x12.6x8.5” 31 l | 8.2 U.S. gal.

WEIGHT*
2.3 kg | 5 lb

*weight of the zipper frame case. Does not include accessories.

Company logo

Special designed 
mould for 220*220 mm 
(8.7*8.7”) domed plate.
Company graphics or a 
game board

Either one color or 
company graphics

Either one color or 
company graphics

Playluggage branded 
wheels

PL-001

Minimum order 250 pcs.

Magnetic buttons included 

BOARD GAMES SUITCASE

Metal frame or a zipper

TSA lock



MEASUREMENTS CAPACITY
50x32x21.5 cm | 19.7x12.6x8.5” 31 l | 8.2 U.S. gal.

WEIGHT*
2.3 kg | 5 lb

*weight of the zipper frame case. Does not include accessories.

PL-002

Blackboard

Either one color or 
company graphics

Playluggage 
branded wheels

DRAWING SUITCASE

Minimum order 250 pcs.

Markers included 

Metal frame or a zipper

TSA lock



w w w . p l a y l u g g a g e . c o m



MEASUREMENTS CAPACITY
50x32x21.5 cm | 19.7x12.6x8.5” 31 l | 8.2 U.S. gal.

WEIGHT*
2.3 kg | 5 lb

*weight of the zipper frame case. Does not include accessories.

Either one color or 
company graphics

Playluggage branded 
wheels

PICTURE SUITCASE

AVAILABLE SUITCASE COLORS:

Special designed mould for 
230*380 mm (9.1*15”)
domed plate. Company 
graphics or a game board

PL-003

Minimum order 10 pcs.

Either one color or 
company graphics

Metal frame or a zipper

TSA lock



MEASUREMENTS CAPACITY
50x32x21.5 cm | 19.7x12.6x8.5” 31 l | 8.2 U.S. gal.

WEIGHT*
2.3 kg | 5 lb

*weight of the zipper frame case. Does not include accessories.

PL-004

Minimum order 250 pcs.

Playluggage branded 
wheels

Either one color or 
company graphics

Company graphics

ART SUITCASE

Metal frame or a zipper

TSA lock



PLAYLUGGAGE 
NETWORK
Homepage
www.playluggage.com is the heart of the Playluggage, where you can find all 
the information you’ll ever need about Playluggage. In addition to distributor 
and technical information, at playluggage.com you can also shop online for new
 luggage and accessories.

Facebook
Unite with Playluggage and fellow fans on Facebook.

Twitter
Follow Playluggage as we tweet regularly.

Youtube
Playluggage likes to show itself and for this reason we have created our own 
Youtube channel, to share the adventure with the whole world.

Contact e-mails:
general office info@playluggage.com
sales department sales@playluggage.com
Skype: playluggage
www.playluggage.com




